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1. We have just witnessed what has to be the mother of all elections!  I’m allowed to say that 

because I’m from the US!  As crazy and chaotic and controversial and divided as it all got, at 
least there was an election—and people got to speak their mind (for the most part) and vote 
for who they thought would give the best leadership for the next four years. 

 
 -As everyone knows, LEADERSHIP MATTERS!  In some parts of the world, there are no 

elections; the ones in leadership have powered their way into it, bought their way into it, 
murdered their way into it, or inherited it from relatives.   

 
 -Sometimes leaders are actually elected—then lead their countries into a shredder.  When 

he was done, somewhere between 55 and 85 million people were dead, at least that many 
were wounded and broken in other ways, and trillions of dollars were spent on weapons  
—and rebuilding what those weapons had destroyed.  Leadership always matters. The 
character of who you follow has huge implications for where you find yourself. 

   
a. God sent His Son, Jesus, to be born at a time in history when  history was dominated 

by the Roman Empire.  The leaders that are mentioned in the narratives about Jesus’ 
coming were smart—and, in many ways, accomplished leaders.  But both had 
believed their own press--which caused them to do evil. 

 
-One, called himself the son of god/the divine—and even had it printed on coins—
and to crucify thousands who seemed to defy that.  Another one, Herod, was like a 
jack-in-the-box.  Turn the handle, and you might get Herod the good—or Herod the 
monster. 
   

b. These leaders impressed the world—but these days we only think about them—and 
know about them—because they were both footnotes in the story of the one who 
changed the world—and changed leadership forever.  Leadership Matters. And if 
you want to lead well, you have to know how to follow well. Who you follow 
changes everything.    

 
2. I’ve already talked briefly about the two leaders in power when Jesus was born.  The first 

one mentioned in the narratives is Caesar Augustus.  
 

In those days Caesar Augustus issued a decree that a census should be taken of the 
entire Roman world.  …And everyone went to their own town to register.  
(Luke 2:1, 3 NIV) 
 
Caesar Augustus—was a title, not a name.  He was born as Gaius Octavius and was 
actually the grand-nephew of Julius Caesar.  Julius Caesar adopted him and named him as 
his successor.   
 
-By the time Jesus was born, Augustus had accomplished a lot.  He was born in 63 B.C., 
and served as the first emperor of the Roman Empire from 27 B.C. to 14 A.D.   
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Now, he was not crazy, like Caligula or Nero.  And as far as emperors go, most people 
wouldn’t have considered him evil.  I mean, crucifying thousands of people wasn’t 
considered to be a big deal. 
 
-But living in a world where everyone tells you how great you are—does affect your grasp 
on reality. So when Augustus proclaimed Julius Caesar to be divine, that made him…?  Well 
divi filius, son of the divine—and had it printed on every coin.   
  
-And he had vastly expanded the system of roads in the Roman Empire and established 
pax romana—that is, he had enough soldiers stationed around the world to put down any 
uprisings.  And he did organize the leadership of the empire quite well.   When Jesus was 
born, Caesar August was the best known person and likely the greatest person in the world 
of that Day.  
 
a. But, to think of Caesar Augustus as a great, wise and wonderful leader would be 

dead wrong.  The prophet Daniel was given a vision of all the kingdoms that would 
rule the world up until the time of Jesus.  They were vividly portrayed as four animals.  
The fourth one—representing Rome—was a monstrous beast that terrified him!  
Listen to this cosmic perspective on Rome:   

 
 Then I wanted to know the true meaning of the fourth beast, the one so 

different from the others and so terrifying. It had devoured and crushed its 
victims with iron teeth and bronze claws, trampling their remains beneath  

 its feet. (Daniel 7:19 NLT) 
 
b. Whatever you read in the history about Augustus and the progress he brought, you 

have to recognize his brutality.  For example, when Sepphoris, a city just 6 kilometers 
from Jesus’ hometown, rebelled against Roman rule, Augustus sent his forces to put 
down the rebellion; not only were it’s 30,000 inhabitants dragged off into slavery, 
2000 Jews were crucified at once outside the city—within sight of Nazareth. 

 
 -In fact Augustus once bragged that he had crucified 30,000 slaves at one time.  The 

only free people under his reign were Roman citizens.  Augustus didn’t just suggest 
that he might be the Son of God, he demanded worship as God.  His armies would 
ride into the cities he’d crushed, and if they would not bow and say, Kaiser Kurios—
Caesar is Lord—they’d die.  

  
 -In his empire, women were treated like property, slaves were treated like machines, 

and unwanted children of any kind were routinely murdered.   
-Like Hitler, he brought order, advanced technology, and set up a system to crush the 
opposition and rule the world.   
 
-And, like Hitler, anyone who didn’t belong to his race or class was seen as inferior 
and disposable.  His advances were built on the bloodsoaked soil of his victims.  
Instead of Heil Hitler—it was Hail Caesar. 
 

c. Someone had to pay the bills for the construction of the roads and keeping of the 
peace.  And that’s how Joseph and Mary ended up in Bethlehem where Jesus was 
born; they had to go there to pay their taxes.   
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3. And then, of course, there was Herod.  We have enough details in the narrative to give us 
a picture of what he was like.  Let me give you some history.  He’s called Herod the 
Great—only because he built great stuff!  

  
-Honestly, if you go to Israel—you will be overwhelmed with the stuff Herod built.  There’s 
Masada—an entire fortress built on a plateau above the Dead Sea.  There’s the Jewish 
Temple in Jerusalem—considered to be one of the wonders of the Ancient World.  
 
-He built a port on the Mediterranean Coast—just north of present day Tel Aviv.  He created 
a 40 acre harbour with a new kind of concrete that hardened under water—and named it 
Caesarea after the one who made him King of the Jews!   
 
-But his great buildings didn’t make him great.  Hitler built great innovative stuff too—but 
no one in their right mind would call him Hitler the Great!   The biblical record gives some 
insight into Herod’s character. 
   
Jesus was born in Bethlehem in Judea, during the reign of King Herod. About that 
time some wise men from eastern lands arrived in Jerusalem, asking, “Where is  
the newborn king of the Jews? We saw his star as it rose, and we have come to 
worship him.” King Herod was deeply disturbed when he heard this, as was everyone 
in Jerusalem. He called a meeting of the leading priests and teachers of religious  
law and asked, “Where is the Messiah supposed to be born?” “In Bethlehem in 
Judea,” they said, “for this is what the prophet wrote. And you, O Bethlehem in the 
land of Judah, are not least among the ruling cities of Judah, for a ruler will come 
from you who will be the shepherd for my people Israel.’”  Then Herod called for a 
private meeting with the wise men, and he learned from them the time when the  
star first appeared. Then he told them, “Go to Bethlehem and search carefully for  
the child. And when you find him, come back and tell me so that I can go and worship 
him, too!”  (Matthew 2:1-8 NLT) 
 
a. Now, I’m going to talk more about this next week, but the reason Herod was deeply 

disturbed is because he was insanely paranoid. Being King of the Jews was the 
most important thing in his life. He had defeated the Parthians, enemies of Rome, 
and driven them out of Jerusalem, and then they rewarded him by giving him the role 
of King of the Jews—even though he was only half-Jewish.  
  

 -From then on the driving force behind his life was;  
 1) to impress Caesar that he had made the right choice by building Caesarea and 

brown-nosing them every chance he had; 2) to impress the Jewish people with his 
devotion to them by building a magnificent temple and buying food for people out of 
his own pocket during a famine, and 3) especially to hold onto his power and title.  

 
b. To say that Herod was paranoid would be an understatement.  Like Hitler, he had a 

whole Gestapo like spy system that patrolled Jerusalem and everywhere else to pick 
up the slightest hint of disloyalty—and he would torture and kill anyone who did 
anything but sing his praises.  

   
 -And his own family wasn’t excluded from that.  He executed 3 of his own sons, his 

wife, his brother-in-law and others, accusing them of plotting against him.  Talk about 
leaders who are evil or crazy?  Herod was both!   
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 So given the fact that he was already paranoid to the point of being both cruel and 
crazy, imagine what it was like when the Magi’s caravan showed up, asking 
everyone where the Newborn King of the Jews was?   

 
c. When you dig into Herod’s past, you find out that he was a master manipulator;         

a spin doctor if there ever was one. And that’s what you see so clearly in this story.  
“Wow!  King of the Jews, eh?  Find him so that I can worship him too!” As you read 
on, you see that he planned to send soldiers to find and murder this baby he saw as 
his competition.  Being king was the biggest deal in his life—and he’d do 
anything to get it, preserve it, insure it, and protect it! 

 
4. There’s another group of leaders here that I need to talk about.  It’s the religious 

professionals.  The chief priests and teachers of the law.  Now, Zechariah—the guy we 
talked about last week, was a member of the priesthood.  This was a position you were born 
into.  Only the descendants of Aaron could be priests.  By this time, service in the Temple 
had pretty much become a government job—much like the state church was in Europe. As 
crummy of a guy as Herod was, he had built them a magnificent temple!  

 
 -Now, Herod knew that these guys really know their Bibles--especially the group called 

teachers of the law.  You could name almost any obscure fact, and they knew the passage 
by memory and could recite the commentary on it.  You see that in this story: 

 
He called a meeting of the leading priests and teachers of religious law and asked, 
“Where is the Messiah supposed to be born?” “In Bethlehem in Judea,” they said, 
“for this is what the prophet wrote. And you, O Bethlehem in the land of Judah, are 
not least among the ruling cities of Judah, for a ruler will come from you who will be 
the shepherd for my people Israel.’” (Matthew 2:4-6 NLT) 
 
a. Here’s what’s fascinating.  Eight days after Jesus’ birth, he was taken to the Temple 

where an old prophet publicly identified him as the Messiah.   
So, maybe they missed that.  But then this whole entourage of Magi—high officials 
—advisors—from another land said that they had seen signs in the sky that their 
Messiah had come.  
  
-Now, they knew the prophets—and knew that Daniel had laid out the time line of 
when the Messiah, God’s Anointed King would be born.  And Matthew makes it clear 
that everyone in Jerusalem knew about the Magi and what they were asking.  And 
right there in that very temple, Zechariah, their co-worker, had an encounter with an 
angel telling him that his son would be the forerunner of the Messiah—predicted by 
the very last prophet to speak to Israel; Malachi. 
   

b. Now.  Doesn’t it seem odd to you that with the coming of their Messiah being central 
to everything they did, doesn’t it seem odd that not a single religious professional 
traveled the 5-6 miles to even check it out?  Sometimes religious professionals—
like me--are arrogant enough to think, “If God were to speak or do something really 
cool, He’d surely let me know cause, after all, I represent Him!”  

   
c. From all outward appearances, they seemed to really be devoted to God—and yet 

when God showed up in Jesus, they hated him—and demanded his execution.  
Here’s my point; No matter what they say—or how well they know their Bibles—or 
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how pious they act--religious leaders can be evil.  And evil makes you both crazy 
and blind.   

 
 -Why would they ignore that?  I’m not sure—but they did have a lot to lose, you 

know; a cushy job, the prestige they enjoyed, a great income…   
But maybe it was about something everyone hates; being wrong!  Not being in 
charge!    
 

5. Some of you are leaders.  Remember what I said at the beginning?  Leadership Matters!  
If you want to lead well, you have to follow well. 

 
-It’s possible as a leader to develop a tinge or arrogance. And some leaders have way 
more than a tinge.  See, when a person is surrounded by people who depend on them for 
their jobs, for their money, for any power they have—and all the privileges that come with 
power, people flatter them and stop telling them the truth.  
  
-If they’re military leaders—as both Caesar Augustus and Herod were—it is a heady thing to 
have your enemies cower before you—and everyone else running to serve you—hoping 
you’ll spill a little of your money and power their way.   
 
-Caesar August thought he was God—and Herod acted like he was.  People are not likely 
to confront someone who holds the power of life and death over them.  I mean, imagine 
saying to Caesar Augustus, “You’re power is going to your head—and it’s making you 
crazy!”  See, being alive is a great thing!  So the most common inner response is, I think  
I’ll keep my mouth shut!”  
 
-The only place where there are exceptions to this is the cosmic side to this—seen in the 
Bible.  See, God has a way of setting leaders up—and taking them out if necessary. 
 
a. The persons God would often use to speak truth to kings were known as prophets. 

When David committed adultery with Bathsheba, a prophet named Nathan pointed a 
finger right at him—and told him that he was accountable to God.   
Pagan nations were non-prophet organizations.  And God sometimes used Israel’s 
prophets to speak to them.   
 
-Daniel served in that role with Nebuchadnezzar, the Babylonian king.  In fact, Daniel 
became the king’s most trusted advisor.  One night Neb had a very troubling dream; 
the strange thing was that he couldn’t forget it—and he couldn’t remember it! 
 
-Daniel came in and with the power of God, told him what the dream was—and what 
it meant.  In doing that, he saved the lives of all the other advisors who couldn’t pull it 
off!   
 
-Well, the vision was from God—and it laid out the next 500 years of history—from 
the Babylonians to the Medes and Persians to the Greeks—right down to the Roman 
Empire.  
 
-And it was this dream that let everyone know that God was bringing a new 
kingdom—led by His anointed King. This kingdom would start small—like a rock cut 
from the mountain—but would both vaporize the other kingdoms and rule the earthy.  
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It was a reminder from God; no matter how much power and wealth and fame you 
accumulate—you will lose it all! 
    

b. At first, Nebuchadnezzar was an enthusiastic believer.  God is God—everyone will 
worship Him!  But he forgot about it. He had to be reminded again, God is God—
not me!  And he remembered for a while—and then went back to his old ways. 

 
c. Then Nebuchadnezzar had a final warning—this one in the form of a dream from God 

too. Neb’s leadership was symbolized by this massive tree that kept growing and 
growing and filled the earth—to the extent that everything lived in it’s shade.  In his 
dream, an angel showed up and said, Cut it down—and bind the stump with 
bronze! 
   
-It was a terrifying vision so Nebuchadnezzar asked Daniel—his good friend and truth 
teller what it meant.   Daniel turned pale—cause he knew immediately what it meant.  
He said, “Nebuchadnezzar--Sir—I wish I had good news, cause I genuinely love 
you.  But this dream is about your pride and mistreatment of people.” 
 
-You are that tree—and God has the power to take you down and bind you with 
bronze!  If you’ll humble yourself, maybe God will spare you.  If you won’t—you’ll lose 
everything; you’ll go crazy (there’s our word) and crawl around in a pasture and eat 
grass like an ox!   
 
-I think Neb tried really hard—but when you’re that powerful, that rich, and you 
make big strong men wet themselves when you get angry—ego is hard!  Sure 
enough, one day he couldn’t stifle it.  He’s looking at the gorgeous city he’s built—
one of the wonders of the ancient world; Hey!  I’m Nebuchadnezzar—and I BUILT 
all this! 
   
-And he, in that instant, went down.  Like, on all fours.  For 7 years!  And when he 
looked toward heaven and said, “I am not God; HE is God!” he got his mind, his 
dignity and his kingdom back and actually wrote a chapter in Daniel’s book.  Listen to 
what he said at the end: 
 
“Now I, Nebuchadnezzar, praise and glorify and honor the King of heaven.  
All his acts are just and true, and he is able to humble the proud.”  
(Daniel 4:37 NLT) 
 

d. This happened one more time in Daniel’s lifetime with a king named Belshazzar--
Bel—a Babylonian god—saves the king.  So he’s having this big blow-out drunken 
party—using the golden goblets taken from the temple in Jerusalem by his 
grandfather, Nebuchadnezzar—to drink and get drunk. 

 
-Everyone pretty much sobers up, when a human hand appears—and writes these 
words in the plaster wall above the kings head, MENE, MENE, TEKEL, PARSIN.  
Ultimately, Daniel is the only one who can interpret it.   
 
-Daniel says, Belshazzar, you need to read your own history!  Your Grandfather, 
Neb, was taken down by his arrogance and ate grass like a cow for 7 years!  
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-And the message was, MENE—your days are numbered.  TEKEL—you’ve 
been weighed and found wanting.  PARSIN—your kingdom has been divided 
and given to the Medes and Persians. 
 
-And that’s exactly what happened—right as Daniel was interpreting this message 
from God.  And God brought in a leader who would respect Daniel—seek him out—
and even tell people to worship Daniel’s god!   
 
“I decree that everyone throughout my kingdom should tremble with fear 
before the God of Daniel. For he is the living God, and he will endure forever. 
His kingdom will never be destroyed, and his rule will never end. He rescues 
and saves his people; he performs miraculous signs and wonders in the 
heavens and on earth.”  (Daniel 6:26-27 NLT) 
 

e. And in this new kingdom, Daniel would give leadership to all of the king’s advisors—
called wise men—or Magi. More on that next week!   

  
6. Now, here’s the point of all this stuff.  Leadership matters! Leaders will usually either 

USE their leadership well—or misuse it, disuse it—or, in come cases, abuse it.  Caesar 
Augustus was quite certain that because of what he had attained, he was favoured and 
could do whatever he wanted.  I mean, who are you accountable to if you’re god!  Lord!  

  
-But then again, if you actually are God, you don’t die and get buried and have someone 
else sit on your throne and decide what to do with your decaying body, your palace and all 
your possessions.   
 
-If you’re a Saviour and Lord—then you should be able to save yourself, right?  He 
couldn’t—and he didn’t—and he died in August, 14 A.D.—notice the date.  His life span is in 
reference to the true Lord, true Saviour, the true Son of God and Prince of Peace.  And 
the city where he had his palace and served his gods is now filled with references to Jesus.  
In fact, you could call Rome, Jesus Central. 
   
a. Herod the Great—Herod the builder of great things also had HIS life dated in 

reference to the Baby he tried to kill!  Most of the people who come to see what he 
built—are followers of the true King of the Jews, Jesus.  Unlike Herod and Caesar, 
Jesus rose from the dead—and promised he would come back to fulfill his mission of 
shalom—to bring life, peace, hope, and healing to the world.   

 
b. All through human history, one leader after another has strutted, then limped, then 

shuffled—and then they were carried—dead--across the stage of this world.  They’re 
all dead—even though many of them never even thought about that.  Whether they 
were evil, crazy or good--most were quite impressed with themselves.   

 
-In some respects, these leaders thought that the quality of their leadership would be 
measured by who many people they led, or how much they built—or conquered.  But 
actually?  They were measured by what God thought of them—and how they treated 
the people He entrusted to them.   
 

c. Here’s what we learn from both the Bible—and from history.  No human leader can 
stop what God wants to do—and no leaders can bring lasting peace to the world.  
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  It’s clear from Christmas—Jesus birth—that God is the only One who can do that.   
 

-Here’s what you and I really really need to know about politics.  No political 
system has it all right!  It’s crazy thinking to imagine that God has a favourite 
political party—or candidate—and it’s wrong to judge others based on who they vote 
for. Period!  
  
-God doesn’t need our kingdoms—He has one.  Our kingdoms need HIM!   
Christmas is about the day He introduced His Kingdom to this world.  The Kingdom 
of His Son, Jesus.  And it’s a kingdom of people’s hearts—not geography.  And our 
participation in the peace we crave has most to do with our loyalty—to Him.  He 
brings peace to us—and then through us.  Peace is not about someone who gets 
voted into office; if you want peace—you have to MAKE PEACE!  First with God, 
then with yourself, and then with others.   
 
-And the peace spreads from there into relationships, into families, into businesses—
and even into governments.   
 

c. Vote?  YES!  But remember that the Lord of all creation is not dependent on the 
ballot box.  In fact, He may say to a lot of candidates, “Arrogance never goes well for 
leaders!  Mene mene tekel parson.  Your days are numbered, you’ve been 
weighed in the balances and found wanting, your kingdom is taken from you. 

 
 -God is not limited in his options.  Nebuchadnezzar crawled around naked on his 

hands and knees eating grass and bellowing like an ox; Hitler’s charred remains—
with a bullet in his brain--were found in a bunker in Berlin; Mussolini was hung on a 
hook outside of a gas station.  Nixon resigned in shame.  Harvey Weinstein was 
hauled into a courtroom in a wheel chair—and sentenced.   

 
 -To lead is a privilege.  Jesus said, To whom much is given, much is required.   

To whom MUCH MORE is given—MUCH MORE is required. In Jesus’ story, the 
much, much more people were the religious leaders who wouldn’t even travel 5 
miles to see if He’d come—and they had the Bible memorized!   

 
d. God is determined to bring peace to people’s hearts and people’s homes, whether 

leaders are good or evil, sane or crazy.  Jesus is the Prince of Peace for all time—
whether or not Justin Trudeau keeps his job.  He’s the King, whether the Donald or 
the Joe Biden are President.  He’s Lord, see, over all the earth.  And when people 
get arrogant or evil or crazy—he simply says the word and they’re gone.  Leadership 
Matters!  

 
e. Here’s where it comes right into our homes.  You lead!  Did you know that?  

Leadership is influence!  And leadership matters because we all influence people 
either toward God or away from God.  And the people we influence—then influence 
others. 

   
-If you’re a parent—you have a huge leadership responsibility.  To whom much 
more has been given, much more is required.  And as leaders—hear this—the 
words MENE MENE will be spoken over us.  You have been weighed.  The impact 
you have will be tallied.  I mean, that’s just true!  
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-For some of us, we’re a little like Herod.  Who we are, what we lead, what we 
have, our kingdom is the biggest deal in our lives—and if anyone tries to take it from 
us—including Jesus—we’ll take them out! Others of us may be more like Caesar—
we just don’t know much about it—or even care.  Cause we’re god!  And others of 
us are like the religious leaders—we won’t even take the time to check it out.   
 
-But leadership matters!  And my question is—who are you following?  Like, not 
on Instagram or Facebook—but where are you getting your answers from, your 
authority from, your peace from?  Leadership Matters!   If you won’t follow Jesus, 
Wonderful Counselor, Everlasting Father, Mighty God, and Prince of Peace—
then how are you going to bring peace, do what’s right---or lead anyone else in the 
right direction?  
 

7. When Jesus showed up 2000 years ago, he demonstrated, right from the start, the key 
quality of a leader; humility.  A tiny baby, born under awful conditions, laid in a feeding 
trough, has been his legacy.  And He left in humility, too; hanging on a cross.  By his life 
and death, the leader of all leaders, Jesus, God with us, made peace.  And that’s the deal, 
isn’t it.  I’ve said it before; If you WANT peace, you have to MAKE it.   

 
-The angels—who’ve seen a lot of leaders, evil, crazy or both march across the world 
stage—know a great leader when they see one.  And on the night Jesus was born, they 
threw an inaugural party in the Heavens: 
 
“Do not be afraid. I bring you good news that will cause great joy for all the 
people. Today in the town of David a Saviour has been born to you; he is the 
Messiah, the Lord. This will be a sign to you: You will find a baby wrapped in cloths 
and lying in a manger.” Suddenly a great company of the heavenly host appeared 
with the angel, praising God and saying, “Glory to God in the highest heaven, and   
on earth peace to those on whom his favour rests.” (Luke 2:10-14 NIV)  
 
a. Every morning around 11, I  do exercises—you know, to keep my amazing body in 

shape!  So, as I exercise, I’ve been listing to 98.1—your Christmas music station.  
As I exercised, they played Bryan Adams: 

 
We waited all through the year for the day to appear--We could be together in 
harmony, you know the time will come--Peace on earth for everyone.  And we 
can live forever in a world where we are free. 
 
-Then they played the duet by Bing Crosby and David Bowie:  …Our finest gifts we 
bring…Rum-pa-pum pum… Peace on earth…can it be.  Every child must be 
made aware…taught to care for his fellow man—and give all the love that he 
can… 
 
-They interrupted the Jesus songs with a jazzy version of Sleigh Ride—and from 
there went to Band Aid’s Do they know it’s Christmas.  Funny, I didn’t hear a single 
song about Herod the Great or Caesar , Augustus!   
 

b. We live in a world system that longs for peace but gropes around in the dark—either 
unaware of—or unwilling to follow the One the angels sang about!   
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 Peace starts in our hearts—by inviting the One who came to bring it—into that 
part of us that wants peace, but makes war with anyone who challenges our little 
kingdom. God’s biggest problem is not with King Donald, or King Joe, or Queen 
Elizabeth—it’s with King Ken!   

 
 -Truth is, I am the King of Nothing—as are you—and Jesus is the Prince of Peace!  

Peace always starts with Him!   If you want peace—and won’t follow Him—why 
should anyone ever follow you?   


